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ABSTRACT Many studies model the effects of the built environment on travel behaviour. Usually, results are controlled for socio-economic differences and sometimes socio-psychological differences among respondents. However, these studies do not mention why after all a relationship should exist between travel behaviour and spatial, socio-economic and personality characteristics. Answering this query involves combining and linking theories stemming from transport geography (e.g., time geography, activity-based approach) and social psychology (e.g., theory of planned behaviour, theory of repeated behaviour). Using key-variables from these theories, this paper aims to develop a conceptual model for travel behaviour. Comparable to customary theories in transport geography, this conceptual model considers travel behaviour as derived from locational behaviour and activity behaviour. But the conceptual model adds concepts such as ‘lifestyle’, ‘perceptions’, ‘attitudes’ and ‘preferences’ which indirectly influence travel behaviour.

1. Introduction

Living, working, shopping and recreating are spatially separated activities. In order to participate in these activities, people have to travel. Policymakers try to control and manage this daily travel behaviour, for instance through urban planning. In this respect, concepts of the New Urbanism in the United States and the Compact City Policy in Europe aim at reducing car use and travel distances because high-density and mixed-use neighbourhoods are believed to be associated with shorter trips and more non-motorized trips.

Numerous empirical studies try to measure the effects of the built environment on people’s daily travel behaviour. Literature reviews such as van Wee (2002) or Ewing and Cervero (2001) distinguish various built environment characteristics, ranging from aggregated measures such as density and diversity calculated within zones such as census tracts, to more disaggregated measures such as characteristics of the respondent’s dwelling. The results are generally controlled for socio-economic and demographic differences among individuals and households. A limited number of studies takes attitudes and preferences toward urban form and/or travel into account as well (e.g., Collantes and Mokhtarian, 2007; Bagley and Mokhtarian, 2002; Kitamura et al., 1997; Handy, 1996). Consequently, key-variables in these empirical travel studies refer: (i) spatial characteristics, (ii) socio-economic characteristics and (iii) socio-psychological characteristics.

Nevertheless, almost none of the empirical studies presents a theoretical framework that justifies the relationships between daily travel behaviour and spatial, socio-economic and socio-psychological characteristics. One exception is Boarnet and Crane (2001) and Crane (1996) who developed a simple theoretical framework in which they argue that the built environment influences travel behaviour through its influence on travel costs. Based on the utility maximization principle of microeconomics, they reasoned that travel choices are based on an assessment of (i) the individual’s preferences for particular trips or travel modes and (ii) the relative costs of making those trips or choosing those travel modes. Doing so, they tend to consider travel choices as well-reasoned choices whereas other studies (e.g., Gardner, 2009; Verplanken et al., 1994, 1998) stress that unreasoned behaviour appears as well. Moreover, utility maximization does not totally encompass the motivation of human behaviour (Talvitie, 1997). Establishing a more comprehensive framework would, therefore, involve combining and linking theories stemming from not only microeconomics, but also from transport geography and social psychology. According to Handy (2005), theories in transport geography refer to the mechanism determining travel behaviour, whereas theories in social psychology define specific factors influencing travel behaviour. This paper aims to develop a conceptual model of travel behaviour by using key-concepts and variables from these theories. We clearly do not restrict ourselves to one particular disciplinary perspective. The
resulting conceptual model will unravel the relationships between people’s daily travel behaviour and spatial, socio-economic and socio-psychological characteristics. Doing so, we try to provide an authoritative and up-to-date review of theories and research on daily travel behaviour.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we briefly explore the theoretical concepts from transport geography in which daily travel behaviour is considered as part of a decision hierarchy. Because we are interested in a better understanding of how people travel, we limit our approach to disaggregate theories. Theories with an aggregated approach such as gravity models do not provide enough insights into the mechanisms underlying people’s travel behaviour (Hanson and Schwab, 1986). Next, we introduce the quintessence of those theories in social psychology focussing on underlying factors which influence the previously described decision hierarchy. Then, we consider the conceptual framework within a social and spatial context. This is followed by a discussion of the conceptual and modelling implications of our conceptual model of travel behaviour. Finally, we summarize our main findings and point to some avenues for further research.

2. Why travel behaviour is part of a decision hierarchy

Daily travel patterns are often suggested to be the result of a hierarchical decision structure (e.g., Salomon and Ben-Akiva, 1983; Salomon, 1981; Ben-Akiva, 1973). This hierarchy ranges from short-term decisions on daily activities and travel, to long-term decisions on lifestyle. Our conceptual model of daily travel behaviour also departs from this notion and, therefore, the decision hierarchy is at the centre of Figure 1. In this section, we provide a theoretical justification of this decision hierarchy. In addition, some empirical results are summarized that support the theoretical justification and illustrate some recent developments.

2.1 Short-term activity decisions and implications for travel behaviour

Nowadays, travel is generally considered as a derived demand. Although sometimes people might travel just ‘for fun’ (e.g., Mokhtarian and Salomon, 2001; Mokhtarian et al., 2001), people mainly travel in order to access desired activities in other places. After all, activities such as living, working, shopping and recreating are in most cases spatially separated and, thus, encourage the need to travel. Consequently, activity behaviour which refers to the spatial and temporal characteristics of the performed activities must be studied first in order to understand travel behaviour (McNally, 2000; Axhausen and Gärling, 1992; Jones et al., 1990; Pas, 1980). This idea has been further elaborated in the activity-based approach, which emerged in the 1970s following changes in the transportation policy environment. This is to say that in transportation policy the emphasis shifted from long-term infrastructure expansion strategies to shorter-term infrastructure management strategies such as alternate work schedules, telecommuting and congestion pricing. Understanding travellers’ responses to such short-term transportation policies needed a more behavioural-oriented activity-based modelling approach which was lacking in the previously used trip-based models (McNally, 2000; Bhat and Koppelman, 1999a; Jones et al., 1990).

Seminal theoretical contributions have been made by Hägerstrand (1970), Chapin (1974) and Cullen and Godson (1975).

Hägerstrand (1970) advanced time-geography in which constraints on activity participation are highlighted within a spatiotemporal framework. Researcher should focus on the spatial aspects of the individual’s activity pattern as well as the temporal aspects of it. Therefore Hägerstrand (1970) introduced the concepts of space-time paths and space-time prism. The space-time path traces the spatiotemporal position of the individual’s activity pattern and travel behaviour. The path is a three-dimensional representation where a two-dimensional
horizontal plane embodies geographic locations and a vertical axis embodies time. Contrary to a vertical line, a sloped line of the path symbolizes movement over space. This path is, however, limited in space and in time. For example, due to difference in velocity different locations are within reach of the pedestrian compared to the motorist. Thus, only a particular set of locations in space and time is available. This set is known as the space-time prism and is determined by the location and duration of activities, an individual’s time budget, and the travel velocities allowed by the transportation system. Whereas the path describes the observed movement throughout space and time of an individual, the prism indicates what portions of space are accessible for an individual at each moment in time (Neutens et al., 2007a; Miller, 1991; Lenntrup, 1976).

Such a space-time prism is easy to construct for one person. However, it becomes more difficult when the activity pattern of several persons must be analyzed. Hägerstrand and most studies in time geography, therefore, focus on constraints that influence time-space paths and prisms. These constraints are (i) capability constraints, (ii) coupling constraints, and (iii) authority constraints. Capability constraints refer to limitations because of physiological necessities such as sleeping, eating and personal care. Coupling constraints define where, when and for how long an individual can interact with other individuals. Authority constraints limit access to either space locations or time locations (e.g., business hours of a shop).

Whereas Hägerstrand (1970) explained the observed activity patterns within a spatiotemporal framework, Chapin (1974) described a motivational framework in which activity patterns result from the interaction between individual propensities and perceived opportunities to engage in activities. He argued that individuals perform activities to meet their basic needs, which determines the propensity to engage in activities. These engagement propensities are not autonomous; they can be facilitated as well as constrained. Facilitating factors refer to individuals’ motivations and ways of thinking that predispose individuals to participate in activities, whereas constraining factors do the opposite. Examples of constraining factors are role and personal characteristics such as household responsibilities, gender and age. As a result, Chapin (1974) suggested that different socio-economic groups adopt different activity patterns. This fact clearly justifies the incorporation of a socio-economic component in empirical studies on travel behaviour. In addition to propensity factors, opportunities are important as well to understand activity patterns. Doing so, Chapin (1974) considers activity patterns not only as the result of a “demand” phenomenon, but also of a “supply” consideration. Opportunities refer to the availability of facilities and services, as well as the quality of those facilities and services. By taken opportunities into account, Chapin could assess the impact of the built environment on activity patterns. However, he never fully developed this line of thought. Due to data limitations, Chapin’s empirical research primarily concentrated on the propensity factors (Ettema and Timmermans, 1997).

The theoretical frameworks of Hägerstrand (1970) and Chapin (1974) seem complementary: Hägerstrand focussed on spatial and temporal constraints, whereas Chapin emphasized the influence of opportunities and choices (Ettema and Timmermans, 1997). Cullen and Godson (1975) attempted to combine both frameworks. They characterized the spatial and temporal constraints identified by Hägerstrand by varying degrees of flexibility. Temporal constraints are less flexible than spatial constraints. Moreover, flexibility is closely related to activity type. For example, work-related activities are less flexible than leisure activities, and routine-like activities tend to be fixed in space and time. Whereas most other activity-based studies analyze the revealed activity patterns, Cullen and Godson (1975) also tried to explain the underlying activity scheduling process. Particular activities, such as working activities, act as “pegs” around which other activities are arranged according to their flexibility. They also suggested that activities can be planned consciously or more routine-like (Lee and McNally, 2003; Bhat and Koppelman, 1999b; Ettema and Timmermans, 1997).
Since the 1970s, considerable progress has been made in activity-based travel research (for a recent review, see, e.g., Buliung and Kanarogloy, 2007; Algers, 2005). One important development is the focus on intra-household and social interactions. The individual is the primary unit of analysis in most activity-based travel studies, but attention recently shifted toward the complex interactions between household members and how this influences activity and travel behaviour (e.g., Schwanen et al., 2007; Schwanen, 2007, 2008a; Srinivasan and Bhat, 2005; Glibe and Koppelman, 2005; Voysha et al., 2004; Scott and Kanaroglou, 2002). Moreover, the individual also interacts with individuals outside the household, such as friends and colleagues. It is conceivable that the use of telecommunication technologies such as cell phones and the Internet alter joint activities with friends and colleagues and, thus, also influence travel behaviour. A growing research body exists on the performance of these joint activities (e.g., Srinivasan and Bhat, 2008; Páez and Scott, 2007; Neutens et al., 2007b, 2008).

Another important development highlights day-to-day variability in activity and travel behaviour. Since data from long-duration travel diaries become available (e.g., 6-week travel diary Mobidrive in Germany), it is possible to analyze how activity and travel behaviour varies from day to day. Research indicates that travel behaviour is neither totally variable nor totally routine. Activity and travel behaviour of workers is relatively stable on weekdays, contrary to nonworkers’ weekday activities and travel behaviour and to all individual’s weekend activities and travel (Kitamura et al., 2006; Susilo and Kitamura, 2005; Schlich and Axhausen, 2003).

2.2 Medium-term location decisions and implications for travel behaviour

In the previous section travel behaviour is considered as the result of daily decisions on activity participation. However, medium-term decisions on locational behaviour such as more significant location choices such as residence and workplace also influence daily travel behaviour. Fried et al. (1977) and Cullen (1978) provided a theoretical justification for this.

In their synthesized theory on travel behaviour, Fried et al. (1977) related travel behaviour directly to activity behaviour. The distribution of activity opportunities is considered an important influence of activity and travel behaviour. Nevertheless, it is possible that the available activity opportunities do not match the individual’s current activity needs. In this case, an adaptation process tries to reduce this imbalance. Adaptations range from short-term travel and activity adjustments to longer term changes such as residential or workplace relocation. Such longer term changes only occur if short-term adjustments do not sufficiently reduce the imbalance between activity opportunities and needs. Cullen (1978) stressed that longer term changes are not frequently made, but are well-reasoned and determine the context in which daily activity behaviour is performed. Consequently, longer term changes have a considerable influence on everyday activity and travel behaviour. Contrary to longer term behaviour, Cullen (1978) considered daily activity behaviour as routinely. Activity patterns can, thus, be studied by focussing on habits or recurrent routine activities. After all, daily activities are frequently made and, therefore, are not always consciously well-considered.

Since the 1970s, empirical research continued on the relationship between travel behaviour and these medium-term location decisions. Particularly, the influence of residential location choice attained attention. A number of studies (e.g., Scheiner, 2006; Clark et al., 2003; Levinson, 1997) point out that mode use, travel distances and activity behaviour all change after a residential relocation. At the same time, residential relocations can occur because of dissatisfying routines of mode use, as well as distances and locations of daily activities. The complex interdependencies of travel and residential location choices challenge the question whether the characteristics of the residential neighbourhood it selves influence travel behaviour. Several recent studies (e.g., Mokhtarian and Cao, 2008; Chen et al., 2008; Pinjari et al., 2007; Cao et al., 2007a, b; Bhat and Guo, 2007; Schwanen and Mokhtarian, 2005a, b).
argue that attitudes and preferences toward travel, activities and residential neighbourhoods are the true determinants of travel patterns. This refers to the self-selection mechanism: individuals and households self-select themselves into a residential neighbourhood that is consistent with their attitudes and preferences. Consequently, location behaviour is not only influenced by locational preferences but also by activity and travel preferences. For example, a household with public transport preferences will likely choose a residential neighbourhood with good public transport services.

Most empirical studies do not simultaneously consider the residential and workplace location choice. One choice is assumed exogenous and influences the other choice dimension. A recent example of integrating both spatial choices is Waddell et al. (2007). By combining latent market segmentation with discrete choice models, they were able to model the interdependencies of residential and workplace location choices within the context of an integrated activity location and travel forecasting framework.

Previously mentioned studies are cross-sectional. During the last decades, more longitudinal data became available, which resulted in the emergence of a new research field in transportation research namely the analysis of “mobility biographies”. This research field focuses on changes in travel behaviour over the individual’s life course. Daily travel behaviour is assumed to be relatively stable, but it changes significantly in the context of key events in the life course, such as residential or workplace relocation. Mobility biographies are, thus, embedded in other biographies such as a residential biography, an employment biography and a household biography (Beige and Axhausen, 2008; Frandberg, 2008; Scheiner, 2007; Prillwitz et al., 2007).

### 2.3 Long-term lifestyle decisions and implications for travel behaviour

The longest term decision is the choice of a lifestyle. Short-term activity decisions and medium-term location decisions are made by the individual to satisfy his or her lifestyle decision. This way, lifestyle also influences daily travel behaviour. The concept of lifestyle refers to an individual’s way of living and is influenced by his or her outlook of life and motivations, including beliefs, interests and general attitudes. The impact of lifestyle on travel behaviour has certainly increased. During the last decennia, prosperity increased, resulting in more available possibilities to choose from. Moreover, the social burden to behave uniformly disappeared because of increasing individualization and decreasing social control. These processes allow people to lead a personal lifestyle (Bootsma et al., 1993; Ferge, 1972). Consequently, taking lifestyles into account may result in interesting insights in travel behaviour.

Despite its frequent colloquial use, a distinct lifestyle theory is hard to find. Lifestyle is elaborated pragmatically, rather than theoretically. Especially marketing studies (e.g., Mitchell, 1983) use the concept of lifestyle in order to retrieve market sectors. These studies generally analyze numerous data by explorative statistics, such as cluster analysis. Each cluster is then referred to as another lifestyle. Because a sound theoretical basis is lacking and results are data-dependent, each study “finds” new lifestyles. This pragmatic approach is criticized by Sobel (1983) among others. Nevertheless, some theoretical contributions to the lifestyle concept are made by Weber (1972), Bourdieu (1984) and Ganzeboom (1988).

Weber (1972) is one of the first sociologists that contributed to the debate on lifestyles. He criticized Marx’s class theory, in which behaviour is determined by the economic position of the individual (i.e., the possession of means of production). Weber (1972) concluded that behaviour cannot be explained by social class exclusively. Therefore, he added the concept of status, which refers to a group of people that shares the same prestige and obtain a similar lifestyle. Lifestyle is considered as a pattern of observable and expressive behaviours.
Consequently, people with the same status, and thus the same lifestyle, will tend to behave similarly. Following Weber (1972), Bourdieu (1984) considered lifestyle as a pattern of behaviours indicating the social position of the individual. Each individual occupies a position in a two-dimensional social space which is defined by the amount and the composition of capital. The amount of capital ranges from no capital to much capital, the composition of capital ranges from economic capital to socio-cultural capital. Thus, capital not only refers to economic capital such as money and real estates, but to cultural capital (i.e., education, knowledge, skills) and social capital (i.e., relations, networks) as well. Within this two-dimensional space, traditionally used socio-economic variables define the “space of social position”, whereas specific patterns of behaviour define the “space of lifestyles”. Based on this, two hierarchies can be distinguished. One category reaches from the traditional lower status groups to the economic elites. Another category reaches from the same lower status groups to the cultural elites. Thus, various lifestyles only appear among social groups with high capital levels. The economic elites pursue material welfare and obtain rather traditional aesthetic and moral beliefs. The cultural elites display their knowledge, for example on contemporary art.

Ganzeboom (1988) elaborates further on the work of Bourdieu (1984) in order to analyze lifestyles in the Netherlands. Ganzeboom (1988) assumes that people symbolize and clarify their social position through a pattern of behaviours. This behaviour is determined by lifestyle. However, lifestyle indirectly influences behaviour through preferences. Based on their lifestyle, people have preferences on how to present themselves socially. These preferences are balanced against available opportunities and constraints, which results in the actual behaviour. In order to obtain a more precise definition, Ganzeboom (1988) discusses the origins and function of lifestyles. Lifestyle is related to the individual’s socio-economic characteristics. However, this relationship is influenced by intermediate variables which refer to opportunities and constraints offered by time budget, income, cognitive skills (i.e., knowledge, skills) and status considerations (i.e., the influence of the social context, the aim to obtain social appreciation). Time budget and income can be measured objectively, whereas cognitive skills and status considerations are rather subjective. These four intermediate variables are internal to the individual. An additional, but external, intermediate variable consists of institutions (i.e., rules, regulations). Lifestyles must not be considered as unambiguous types. Ganzeboom (1988) stresses the existence of a continuum between lifestyle types rather than the occurrence of unambiguous lifestyle types. This continuum is determined by three dimensions: (i) an economic dimension, (ii) a cultural dimension, and (iii) a stage in life-dimension. The first two dimensions are inspired by Bourdieu (1984). However, Ganzeboom (1988) considers economic and cultural capital as two separate dimensions instead of the extremes of one dimension. The third dimension originates from Bourdieu’s “space of social positions”, which is based on traditionally used socio-economic variables. Ganzeboom (1988) distinguishes stable socio-economic background variables (e.g., gender) from changeable characteristics of stage in life (e.g., household composition, profession). He argues that some socio-economic variables have a dynamic nature and must, therefore, be treated differently. What resembles to be a free choice on a particular moment may restrict long-term choices. For example, educational choice may restrict further professional choices. As a result, an additional dimension, referring to stage in life, is added. This dimension operates in another way than the economic and cultural dimensions. No arguments can be put forward to consider one particular stage in life more important than another. In other words, no hierarchy can be found based on stage of life. Nevertheless, stage in life influences behaviour and preferences.

Weber (1972), Bourdieu (1984) and Ganzeboom (1988) agree on the communicative character of lifestyle: the individual elucidate his or her social position through specific
patterns of behaviour. However, lifestyle includes more than observable patterns of behaviour. According to Ganzeboom (1988), lifestyle also refers to opinions and motivations, including beliefs, interests and attitudes. This may confound our understanding of the lifestyle concept. For that reason, Munters (1992) distinguished lifestyles from lifestyle expressions. He considered lifestyles as the individual’s opinions and motivations, or orientations. Salomon and Ben-Akiva (1983) distinguished three fields of orientations: (i) family orientation, (ii) work orientation, and (iii) leisure orientation, whereas Bootsma et al. (1993) discerned five similar orientation fields: (i) household/family orientation, (ii) work orientation, (iii) housing orientation, (iv) consumption orientation, and (v) leisure orientation. Consequently, lifestyles are internal to the individual and, thus, are unobservable. A lifestyle, then, manifests itself in observable patterns of behaviour, or lifestyle expressions. In this way, observable patterns of behaviour (= lifestyle expressions) are explained by underlying opinions and orientations (= lifestyles). Location behaviour, activity behaviour and travel behaviour are some behavioural patterns in which lifestyles are expressed. For example, a family-oriented lifestyle manifest itself through living in a child-friendly residential neighbourhood, participating in family activities such as picking up the children from school and travelling by car rather than by public transport.

From the above, it should be clear how to measure lifestyles. Briefly summarized, lifestyle refers to the individual’s opinions and orientations toward general themes such as family orientation, work orientation and leisure orientation. Some empirical studies (e.g., Hildebrand, 2003; Cooper et al., 2001; Salomon and Ben-Akiva, 1983) analyze what they would call lifestyles, but in fact they combine various objective socio-economic and demographic characteristics of the individual and the household. Consequently, these studies refer to stage of life cycle or household composition rather than to lifestyles. Although a lifestyle is partly influenced by stage of life cycle or household composition, lifestyle has a different meaning. Socio-economic and demographic variables are, therefore, separated from lifestyles by including them as opportunities and constraints at the individual and social level of our conceptual model (see Figure 1).

Recently, several empirical studies try to include the individual’s lifestyle within travel behaviour research. Most studies (e.g., Collantes and Mokhtarian, 2007; Bagley and Mokhtarian, 2002; Lanzendorf, 2002; Redmond, 2000; Kitamura et al., 1997) confirm that the lifestyle concept adds explanatory power to travel analyses. Scheiner and Holz-Rau (2007) and Scheiner (2006) refined these conclusions. They remarked that lifestyles do influence activity and travel behaviour. Nevertheless, the influence of objective socio-economic and demographic characteristics exceeds the influence of subjective lifestyles.

3. Why homogeneous groups behave differently

The previously described decision hierarchy might come across as “physicalist”, as considering only the observable locational, activity and travel behaviours and not the underlying individual’s motivations and intentions. Although some general motivations and intentions are included in the decision hierarchy by the lifestyle concept, research indicates that individuals of socio-economic homogenous groups may still behave differently. This might be due to individual perceptions, attitudes and preferences toward location, activity and travel behaviour (van Wee, 2002; Mokhtarian and Cao, 2008). Perceptions refer to the way various aspects of the built environment, activities and travel are considered by an individual, whereas attitudes include an evaluation of these characteristics. Preferences are then formulated based on these attitudes and perceptions. This includes a ranking of different spatial, activity and travel opportunities. (Golledge and Stimson, 1997; Allaman and Tardiff, 1982). These specific subjective characteristics are different from the general one’s that define
lifestyle. Most empirical activity-based travel studies do not incorporate these factors. Some researchers argue that perceptions, attitudes and preferences are difficult to measure and, therefore, cannot be taken into account (e.g., Gärling et al., 1998; Borgers et al., 1997; Golledge and Stimson, 1997), whereas other researchers state the opposite (e.g., Collantes and Mokhtarian, 2007; Parkany et al., 2004; Lanzendorf, 2002; Bagley and Mokhtarian, 2002; Kitamura et al., 1997; Camstra, 1996).

Insights from theories in social psychology can help us to operationalize perceptions, attitudes and preferences. After all, social psychology focuses on how people think, feel and behave toward other people, and how these thoughts, feelings and behaviours may be influenced by other people (Brehn et al., 2005). For this reason, combining insights from social psychology and previously described concepts from transport geography seems auspicious. Moreover, certain theories in social psychology argue that behaviour is not always well-reasoned through perceptions, attitudes and preferences. Behaviour has, thus, a reasoned component as well as an unreasoned component. These two components underlie the decision hierarchy in our conceptual model of travel behaviour (see Figure 1).

### 3.1 Reasoned behaviour

The study of attitudes is a core topic in social psychology. Several definitions exists, but an attitude generally refers to a positive, negative or mixed evaluative response to some stimuli (issues, objects or persons) which influences the individual’s behaviour (Brehn et al., 2005; Gärling et al., 1998). Triandis (1971) stresses three aspects of attitudes consist: (i) a cognitive aspect involving perceptions and knowledge of the stimuli, (ii) an affective aspect involving feelings, emotions and values, and (iii) a behavioural aspect involving acting in response to the two other aspects. As such attitudes bring together someone’s internal mental life and behavioural responses within one framework (Gold, 1980). Attitudes have always been an important research subject in social psychology. Since the late 1920’s, researchers have tried to measure attitudes (e.g., Thurnstone, 1928), which resulted in more than five hundred published measurement methods (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1972). Nevertheless, research indicates that the relationship between attitudes and behaviour is not perfect at all (e.g., Ajzen and Fishbein, 1977; LaPierre, 1934). Attitudes are not the only decisive factors of behaviour and, therefore, attitudes and behaviour must be treated within a broader context. This basic assumption is elaborated by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) and Fishbein (1980) in the Theory of Reasoned Action. Ajzen (1991) has specified this theory into the Theory of Planned Behaviour.

In the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) behaviour is considered as the result of rational choices. People are considered as rational human beings. By categorizing, transforming and interpreting information on a stimulus (issue, object or person), an individual forms a perception about this stimulus (Golledge and Stimson, 1997). In the TRA this perception is called a belief. Several beliefs (or perceptions) are associated with one specific stimulus, because several attributes of this stimulus are evaluated. The sum of all related beliefs determines the attitude toward that stimulus. For example, an individual may perceive cycling as healthy, environment-friendly, etc. Because of these beliefs, the individual adopts a positive attitude toward cycling. However, this does not automatically results in a travel pattern characterized by more cycling trips. Attitudes do not directly influence behaviour. According to the TRA, intentions intervene in the relationship between attitudes and behaviour. The attitude toward a stimulus is considered as related to various intentions to behave with respect to that stimulus. For example, the individual’s positive attitude toward cycling results in a set of intentions which, in their totality, are positive as well. This person may intend to commute by bicycle, to spend a cycling holiday, etc. Or in other words, that person will prefer the bicycle above all other travel modes. We argue that the concept of
intentions is thus closely related to preferences. This is inspired by Golledge and Stimson (1997) who consider preference as an activity that expresses or identifies how an individual desires or intends to behave.

Intentions are influenced by attitudes as well as by other factors. The TRA also considers the subjective norm as a factor influencing the intention to behave in a particular way. The subjective norm is the sum of normative beliefs which refer to the perceived social pressure to perform or not perform a particular behaviour. The TRA is only suitable for behaviours which are under a person’s volitional control. However, the theory is inappropriate to explain and predict uncontrollable behaviour. In order to overcome this problem, Ajzen (1991) developed the Theory of Planned Behaviour. This theory considers a third determinant of intention, namely perceived behavioural control which refers to the perceived ability to perform a behaviour. For example, despite a positive attitude toward cycling, an individual considers himself or herself physically unable to commute by bicycle. Therefore, this individual might intend to commute by car. Perceived behavioural control directly influences behaviour as well. For example, someone commutes by car because he or she thinks that no public transport services are available on the route toward work. However, perceived behavioural control might be inaccurate. Consequently, the theory distinguishes perceived behavioural control and actual behavioural control.

The foregoing explains how specific characteristics such as perceptions, attitudes and preferences are related to behaviour. Those characteristics account for consistent patterns of behaviour and, therefore, can be considered as a part of someone’s personality (Pervin and John, 1997). For example, Baron and Byrne (1991) consider personality as “the combination of relatively enduring attitudes that are expressed consistently and predictably in various situations” (Redmond, 2000, p. 11). However, personality research does not focus on how characteristics such as attitudes are constructed, but rather on how individuals differ in those characteristics and how this influences their behaviours. Consequently, it provides limited insights in someone’s behavioural reasoning and decision-making and for this reason the notion of personality is not mentioned in Figure 1.

3.2 Unreasoned behaviour

Nevertheless, the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory of Planned Behaviour remain subject to criticism. Both theories assume that behaviour results from rational decisions, but individuals are not constantly conscious of their behaviour (Pred, 1967; Simon, 1950). Triandis (1980, p. 204) mentions the influence of habits which he defined as “situation-specific sequences that are or have become automatic, so that they occur without self-instruction”. Moreover, he suggested a trade-off between attitudes and habits in the prediction of behaviour (Triandis, 1977). If habits are strong, the attitude-behaviour relationship is weak, and vice versa. Empirical studies such as Bamberg et al. (2003) and Verplanken et al. (1994, 1998) confirmed this trade-off between habits and attitudes also exists in travel behaviour.

Ronis et al. (1989) formulated the Theory of Repeated Behaviour (TRB). Initial behaviour remains the result of relevant attitudes and beliefs. But once the behaviour is repeated, it becomes a habit and decision-making is no longer based on attitudes and other well-reasoned influences. Repeated behaviour is, therefore, assumed to be mainly influenced by habits rather than by attitudes. Thus, three main categories of variables directly influence behaviour: (i) unreasoned influences, (ii) resources or enabling variables, and (iii) reasoned influences. One could also consider the correspondence between the TRB and the concept of transaction costs in economics (Menard, 1997). For example, although car-users might be motivated to switch to other travel modes, habits prevent them from doing so. Switching to other travel modes necessitate learning new routines. In order to do so, someone has to search and process information about the alternative travel modes. The costs associated with this may exceed the
additional benefit of a better decision so that behaviour is more a matter of habits or routines. Consequently, it is logical that behavioural decisions are not always well-reasoned (Gärling and Axhausen, 2003).

Recent advances in activity-based research account for unreasoned behaviour by studying activity scheduling and rescheduling processes (e.g., Zhou and Golledge, 2007; Lee and McNally, 2006; Doherty, 2005; Joh et al., 2004, 2005; Doherty and Miller, 2000). Activities are planned over varying time horizons. Activities such as working or shopping are weekly or daily recurrent activities. Planning such activities into a daily activity schedule is, thus, more a matter of routines or habits than of well-reasoned behaviour. These repeated activities (or habits) establish an initial skeleton schedule, in which well-reasoned decisions related to pre-planned activities as well as impulsive decisions related to events-of-the-day activities are fit in. As a result, activity schedules consist of a reasoned and an unreasoned component.

4. Interdependencies, opportunities and constraints

Previous sections describe travel behaviour from the perspective of the individual. Despite recent advances, external factors such as the social environment and the spatial environment are generally ignored in studies on travel attitudes and habits. Nevertheless, accounting for the influence of the social environment and the spatial environment would help us clarifying the complex nature of travel behaviour. After all, the individual does not act within a “vacuous space”. The individual is a member of a social network of family, friends and colleagues, lives within in a particular neighbourhood and travels to a specific destination. Consequently, the individual decision hierarchy and its underlying components must be considered within a social environment and a spatial environment (see Figure 1). A theoretical explanation of the influence of the social environment can be found in social cognitive theory. Ecological and environmental psychology provides a theoretical framework for the influence of the spatial environment.

4.1 Interdependencies due to the social environment

Social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986) considers reciprocal relationships between behaviour, personal characteristics, and the environment. Within the social cognitive theory, the environment mainly refers to the individual’s social environment of which the household is the most important one. These three factors all operate as interacting determinants of each other. The reciprocal relationships are not perfect symmetrical: relationships may differ in strength and may occur on different points in time. Because of this aspect, it is possible to decompose the triadic reciprocity. Thus, studies are able to focus on some (segments of) bidirectional relationships without having to consider the whole model.

The social dimension of travel has been ignored for a long time (Axhausen, 2005). Only recently, some activity-based travel studies analyze the link between the individual’s travel behaviour and their social network (e.g., Artenze and Timmermans, 2008; Dugundji and Gulyás, 2008; Schwanen, 2008b; Paéz and Scott, 2007; Carrasco and Miller, 2006; Dugundji and Walker, 2005; Miller and Roorda, 2003). These studies assume that travel behaviour cannot be understood solely by individual characteristics such as age, gender or income. One must also consider social network characteristics emerging from the interaction among social network members such as network composition and physical distance between network members. The results indicate that measures of the individuals’ social networks can provide insights about travel behaviour.

Previously described studies generally focus on the objectively quantifiable characteristics of the social network, which corresponds with the notion of “environment” in social cognitive theory. However, this theory also stresses the influence of the “situation” which refers to the
person’s perception of the objective environment. For example, empirical travel studies indicate that the presence of young children in the household influences the parents’ travel behaviour. This relationship can be measured by an objective variable such as “the number of children aged below 6 years” or by a subjective variable referring to the parents’ attitude toward having and raising children.

4.2 Interdependencies due to the spatial context
Whereas social cognitive theory focuses on the social environment, ecological psychology and environmental psychology stress the influence of the spatial environment. However, ecological psychology and environmental psychology have another scope. Ecological psychology studies collective processes by which groups adapt themselves to spatial and social characteristics of the environment, whereas environmental psychology analyzes the micro level, namely intrapersonal processes such as perception, cognition and learning behaviour, which influence the relationship between environment and behaviour (Stokols, 1977). Since individual decisions (and not group processes) are at the centre stage of our conceptual model, mainly insights from environmental psychology (and not ecological psychology so much) may contribute to our discussion.

Environmental psychology questions the role of basic psychological intrapersonal processes, such as perception and cognition, in mediating the relationship between human behaviour and the environment. Intrapersonal processes such as perception indicate that behaviour is not only influenced by objective characteristics of the environment, but by the subjective evaluation of these characteristics as well (Stokols, 1977). For example, in his famous work *The Image of the City*, Lynch (1960) described how individuals perceive the spatial environment in terms of paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks. This also relates to the issue of spatial cognition which can be defined as “the knowledge and internal or cognitive representation of the structure, entities and relations of space; in other words, the internalized reflection and reconstruction of space and thought” (Hart and Moore, 1973, p. 248). By the mid 1960s geographers adopted the idea of spatial cognition and they represented how spatial information is perceived in some map like form, so-called mental maps (Golledge and Stimson, 1997). An individual selects, organizes and puts a meaning to a limited number of features in the environment. These features are the focal points around which the individual constructs his or her mental map of the environment (Golledge and Zannaras, 1973). Research indicates that those internal models of the environment or mental maps influence our daily travel behaviour (e.g., Chorus and Timmermans, 2009; Dziekan, 2008; Mondschein et al., 2006; Arentze and Timmermans, 2005). As such, the spatial environment in our conceptual model resembles objective as well as subjective characteristics of the wider environment in which daily travel behaviour occurs. This environment does not necessarily coincide with locational decisions discussed earlier.

Although ecological psychology and environmental psychology have different scopes, they converged toward each other. Behaviour is, thus, considered as the result of internal and subjective (personal) and external and objective (situational) characteristics. This was already noted by Lewin (1936) who stated:

\[ B = f(IP, ED) \]

where: \( B = \) behaviour

- \( IP = \) subjective intrapersonal processes (physiological and psychological)
- \( ED = \) objective environmental dimensions (physical, social and cultural)

Consequently, current environmental-behavioural research examines various categories of antecedents of behaviour. Moreover, environmental-behavioural research must deal with
multiple levels of analysis, ranging from micro, intermediate to macro levels. The micro level refers to the individual and intrapersonal processes which affect the influence of the direct environment on the individual behaviour. The intermediate level refers to the social environment and interpersonal processes, i.e. individual and small-group behaviours, in a specific behaviour setting and institutional environment. Finally, the macro level refers to the community level of influence in the context of large-scale environmental units such as neighbourhoods and cities (Handy, 2005; Stokols, 1977). These interdependencies are symbolized by a multilevel structure in our conceptual model (see Figure 1). More specifically, the individual level is embedded in a social level and a spatial level.

4.3 Individual, social and spatial opportunities and constraints

The central box in our conceptual model refers to how the individual’s reasoning determines travel behaviour. Habits as well as subjective characteristics, such as perceptions and attitudes, are important factors. Nevertheless, because of a lack of appropriate data most empirical studies on travel behaviour include objective characteristics instead of subjective factors. After all, objective characteristics of the individual, the social environment and the spatial environment might facilitate or constrain travel behaviour (for a review, see van Wee, 2002; Ewing and Cervero, 2001). For example, car use will be higher for individuals with a driving license, for households owning several cars and in suburban neighbourhoods. Therefore, the central box is also influenced by objective characteristics at each level of the conceptual model (see Figure 1).

5. Discussion: conceptual and modelling implications

Key-variables in research on the link between the built environment and travel behaviour generally refer to three components: (i) a spatial component, (ii) a socio-economic component, and (iii) a personality component. Theories in transport geography justify the incorporation of a spatial component (and even a spatiotemporal component) and a socio-economic component, whereas theories in social psychology validate the incorporation of a personality component. Our conceptual model of travel behaviour explicitly combines the three components. Various concepts and findings from the reviewed theories are included within our conceptual model of travel behaviour which is visualized in Figure 1.

Firstly, we consider travel behaviour as derived from short-term activity decisions, medium-term location decisions and long-term lifestyle decisions. This decision hierarchy is inspired by principles of the activity-based approach and lifestyle theory. By considering the derived nature of travel behaviour, behavioural insights in travel patterns are obtained which were previously lacking in the frequently used trip-based models.

Secondly, behavioural decisions are regarded as the result of an assessment between reasoned and unreasoned influences. Following the Theory of Repeated Behaviour (Ronis et al., 1989) initial behaviour depends more on reasoned influences, whereas unreasoned influences will determine repeated behaviour to a greater extent. In fact, studies such as Bamberg et al. (2003) and Verplanken et al. (1994, 1998) confirmed a trade-off between travel attitudes and travel habits. Although we are aware of a link between reasoned and unreasoned influences, it is not represented in Figure 1. This is only because the conceptual model focuses on explaining individual daily travel behaviour, and not on the trade-off between reasoned and unreasoned influences. We also argue that these reasoned and unreasoned influences on their turn are affected by the individual’s lifestyle. This is partly based on Ganzeboom (1988) who presumed that lifestyles influence preferences. We also consider the link between lifestyles and unreasoned influences. After all, it is possible that certain lifestyles are associated with more unreasoned behaviour than other lifestyles. For
example, an adventurous lifestyle permits less well-reasoned behaviour and more unreasoned behaviour than a family-oriented lifestyle.

The conceptual model as described above focuses on travel behaviour of the individual. However, the individual belongs to a social network of family, friends and colleagues and lives within a particular neighbourhood which can affect the individual’s behaviour. So finally, the model as a whole should be placed within (i) an individual level, (ii) the social environment, and (iii) the spatial environment. Empirical studies generally use objective variables that refer to characteristics of each level or environment. For example, the spatial environment is defined in terms of density, diversity and design. These objective variables are however perceived and evaluated by individuals with specific lifestyles so that studies such as Schwanen and Mokhtarian (2005a), van Wee et al. (2002) and Koppelman and Pas (1980) also used more subjective variables. Nevertheless, almost none of these studies questions whether perceptions correspond to the objective reality. For example, a neighbourhood is objectively evaluated as pedestrian friendly (e.g., low motorized traffic levels, availability of sidewalks), but an individual with a specific lifestyle might still consider this neighbourhood as unsafe (Handy, 1996). Therefore, it would be interesting to assess objective variables with more subjective variables.

The dotted arrows in Figure 1 refer to feedback mechanisms: individuals can learn from previous experiences. Consequently, lifestyles, habits, perceptions, attitudes and preferences are not fixed in time.

Putting the conceptual model into practice involves collecting appropriate data and using a suitable modelling technique. Depending on the research focus, different modelling approaches can be undertaken. Our conceptual model includes numerous relationships,
resulting in direct and indirect effects on travel behaviour. This kind of interdependency can be analyzed using structural equation models (SEM) (e.g., Van Acker et al., 2007; Simma and Axhausen, 2003; Bagley and Mokhtarian, 2002). A second kind of interdependencies results from a nested data structure: individuals are nested within households, and households within neighbourhoods. This nested data structure is best analyzed using a multilevel analysis. Multilevel analysis can be combined with a SEM so that both kinds of interdependencies are accounted for and the complexity of travel behaviour is better understood (e.g., Chung et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2004).

A (multilevel) SEM is represented by a series of simultaneously estimated equations. This implies that all components of the conceptual model in Figure 1 are concurrently and continually considered. However, we also argued that components such as attitudes evolve over time and that decisions on various time scales influence each other. In order to study the dynamics between several components of the conceptual model, a sequential approach such as event history analysis seems more appropriate (e.g., Beige and Axhausen, 2008; Scheiner, 2006; Verhoeven et al., 2005). This approach needs a longitudinal perspective, for example by conducting a panel survey or a retrospective survey.

We expect that an analysis of the relationships outlined in our conceptual model by one of the suggested approaches will enrich the research debate on travel behaviour with constructive insights.

6. Conclusion

For several decades researchers try to measure the influence of the built environment on travel behaviour. Empirical studies use three kinds of variables referring to a spatial component (e.g., density, diversity, and design), a socio-economic component (e.g., age, gender, education, income) and a personality component (e.g., lifestyle, attitudes). However, these studies lack a theoretical justification of why travel behaviour should be influenced by these three components after all. Such theoretical justification can, however, be found when theories from transport geography are combined with theories in social psychology and lifestyle theory.

Theories in transport geography justify the influence of factors external to the individual on travel behaviour. In other words, it describes the context in which travel behaviour is performed. More specifically, time geography stresses a spatiotemporal component of travel and the activity-based approach considers travel behaviour as derived from activity patterns.

The influence of factors internal to the individual is validated by theories in social psychology. These theories describe the influence of internal processes including reasoned influences such as perceptions, attitudes and preferences, and unreasoned influences such as habits.

In our conceptual model, we combine both theoretical fields: daily travel behaviour is embedded in a decision hierarchy and these behavioural decisions are the result of an assessment of reasoned and unreasoned influences. Moreover, individual decision-making and behaviour should be considered within a social environment and spatial environment. Those environments include processes and characteristics external to the individual that can influence individual behaviour.

Putting the conceptual model into practice involves collecting appropriate data and using a suitable modelling technique. Depending on the type of research data (cross-sectional versus longitudinal data) and the research focus (e.g., disentangling the complexity between various components of the conceptual model versus analyzing the evolution over time of these components), (multilevel) SEM and event history analysis seem to be appropriate and
interesting modelling techniques. Empirical studies that combine the relationships of our conceptual model could make a major contribution to the research debate on travel behaviour.
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Figure 1: A conceptual model of travel behaviour

- REASONED INFLUENCES
  - Locational perceptions, attitudes, preferences
  - Activity perceptions, attitudes, preferences
  - Travel perceptions, attitudes, preferences
  - Lifestyle

- BEHAVIOURS
  - Locational behaviour
  - Activity behaviour
  - Travel behaviour

- UNREASONED INFLUENCES
  - Locational habits and impulsiveness
  - Activity habits and impulsiveness
  - Travel habits and impulsiveness

- Individual opportunities and constraints
- Social opportunities and constraints
- Spatial opportunities and constraints